Adult Quarterly Teacher’s Guide
Fall 2013
Introduction
Paul’s letters to Timothy have a special
place in our Bibles. While most of his
letters are addressed to churches, these
two, along with Titus, are directed to
fellow ministers whom Paul has left to
serve in the churches which he
established. Timothy is a young man and
in these letters we gain valuable insight as
to how each of us can grow in effective
ministry.
	

 For this quarter we haven’t included
any advance notes about subsequent
lessons, but it’s always helpful for the
teacher to be looking ahead. A little work
ahead of time will always pay big
dividends when it comes to lesson
discussion and application.

Lesson 1
September 1, 2013
From Mentor to Disciple
1 Timothy 1
Golden Text: “The goal of this command is love, which
comes from a pure heart and a good conscience and a
sincere faith.” (1 Tim. 1:5)
Key Thought: Timothy was like a son to Paul, and Paul’s
instructions for him came in light of that relationship and
Timothy’s own prophesied role.
The lessons of this quarter are about 1 and 2 Timothy,
two letters from Paul the Apostle to Timothy while Timothy
was at Ephesus. There are several ways you might look for
background to this quarter. It would be good for you as the
teacher to read both letters in their entirety early in the

quarter, to aid in recognizing connections in what the texts
mention. You might also wish to read more in the Bible
about Timothy or Ephesus, or read the book of Titus which
has some similarities with 1 Timothy.
We first learn about Timothy in Acts 16:1-3. He was
living in Lystra, in Asia Minor (modern Turkey) about 265
miles east of Ephesus. He was already spoken well of by
other believers there. The church at Lystra was planted on
an earlier trip by Paul and Barnabas. Perhaps Timothy,
Paul’s “true son in the faith”, had heard Paul preach there
on his first visit – at the end of which Paul was stoned.
Timothy joins Paul and plays a prominent ministry role
with him (and separately from him). Other mentions of
Timothy suggest that Paul sent him to several churches. In
Philippians 2 he receives particularly high praise from Paul,
who says he has no one else like Timothy (v. 20).
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Outside of the references to Timothy in 1 and 2 Timothy
themselves, his name is mentioned in Acts 16:1; 17:14-15;
18:5; 19:22; 20:4; Romans 16:21; 1 Cor. 4:17; 16:10;
2 Cor. 1:1, 19; Phil. 1:1; 2:19, 22; Col. 1:1; 1 Thess. 1:1;
3:2, 6; 2 Thess. 1:1; Philemon 1; Hebrews 13:23.
Ephesus, near the eastern coast of what is now Turkey,
was one of the largest cities in the Roman Empire. The
letter explains that Paul had given Timothy work to do
there. For more information on Ephesus you could read
Acts 18:18–20:1, and 20:16-38. You could also read Paul’s
Ephesian letter, and Revelation 2:1-7.
Life Need
You might use some time at the start of class to ask your
students to mention things they remember about Timothy.
To highlight some of his background and character you
could ask a student to read about Timothy from Acts 16:1-3,
and perhaps another student to read from Philippians
2:19-24. Timothy was special, and it seems that his
connection with Paul was special as well.
Bible Learning
The lesson discusses ten thoughts from 1 Timothy 1. In
the Bible Learning time you can have your students read
through the ten thoughts one by one, giving some time for
comment after each or reserving all comment until the Bible
Application section. For your convenience in preparation
the subjects of those ten points are stated simply here.
1. Paul’s thoughts about his apostolic role and his role with
Timothy
2. Paul intended to give directions for Timothy’s mission
3. The presence of false teachers in Ephesus
4. Aspects of what the truth requires from believers
5. The problem of converts wanting to teach too quickly
6. The problem of sexual sins
7. The acceptance of Paul despite his past sins
8. The role of Jesus in providing salvation
9. Timothy’s positive history
10. The false teachers’ negative future
Bible Application
In the Bible Application the lesson states issues to
consider built from the ten thoughts the Bible Learning
takes from 1 Timothy 1. For your convenience aspects of

that discussion are stated simply here. This may be useful
for summary in class time, or to find your place quickly
when you wish to reference something.
1. Think about who we value as teacher/mentor, and about
who should value us.
2. Consider what Timothy’s role for Ephesus indicates
about our roles for where we are.
3. Church leaders are responsible to guard against false
teaching.
4. Consider three points: a pure heart, a good conscience,
and a sincere faith.
5. Recognize the potential for leadership to be attempted by
those who are not ready for it.
6. Recognize how sexual sin offends God, which is more
important than offending people.
7. Mirror God in accepting people despite their sins that are
in the past.
8. Recognize the importance of the message we have about
the salvation Jesus offers.
9. Recognize that God can allow all of us to have positive
roles.
10. Even for false teachers there is the hope of repentance
and forgiveness.
Life Response
For the Life Response time consider some or all of the
Questions for Discussion. For your convenience they are
reprinted below.
Questions for Discussion
1. How could you become a father, or mother to true sons
(or daughters) in the faith, as Paul was to Timothy?
2. How would you know if the Lord wanted you to serve in
your “Jerusalem,” or your “Samaria,” or beyond? What
would those destinations be in your situation?
3. In living out the command to love, what is the most
difficult aspect for you?
4. How can the church better deal with sexual immorality
and homosexual practices, aware of God’s attitude
toward them and society’s acceptance of them?
5. What do you think Paul would include as “sound
doctrine”?
6. Knowing we must rely on God’s mercy and grace, what
expectations are there for living out our own Christian
walk of faith?

Lesson 2
September 8, 2013
One God, One Mediator
1 Timothy 2:1-7
Golden Text: “For there is one God and one mediator
between God and mankind, the man Christ Jesus”
(1 Timothy 2:5)
Key Thought: God wants all people to be saved and to
come to a knowledge of the truth.
Bible Learning
The lesson discusses ten thoughts from 1 Timothy 2:1-7.
In the Bible Learning time you can have your students read
through the ten thoughts one by one, giving some time for
comment after each or reserving all comment until the Bible
Application section. For your convenience in preparation
the subjects of those ten points are stated simply here.
1. Paul desired prayers to be given, including thanksgiving.
2. These prayers were for people with worldly power.
3. The prayers were meant to get peace for the believers.
4. God is our savior.
5. God wants us to know the truth and be saved.
6. There is one God, and Jesus is God’s son.
7. Jesus was a ransom for us, given at the right time.
8. Paul was chosen to teach this.
9. Paul’s teaching was mainly for non-Jews.
10. Paul emphasizes faith and truth.
Bible Application
In the Bible Application the lesson states issues to
consider built from the ten thoughts the Bible Learning
takes from 1 Timothy 2:1-7. For your convenience aspects
of that discussion are stated simply here. This may be

useful for summary in class time, or to find your place
quickly when you wish to reference something.
1. We, too, are to pray.
2. Our prayers, including thanksgiving, are to be made for
our government.
3. Peace is not guaranteed to come if we pray.
4. We have to respond to what God wants.
5. What God wants others to gain requires us to act in
evangelism.
6. We should all memorize 1 Timothy 2:5, which is
foundational to our theology.
7. We have no control of the timing in God’s plans.
8. We need to understand our specific roles as Christians.
9. As a group our ministry probably is mainly for non-Jews.
10. We must serve God in faith and truth.
Life Response
For the Life Response time consider some or all of the
Questions for Discussion. For your convenience they are
reprinted below.
Questions for Discussion
1. How often should we make entreaties and petitions for
our leaders?
2. Which leaders, whether governmental or church should
we pray for? How often do you raise them up to God?
3. What would you include in “a knowledge of the truth”?
4. How does your church attempt to reach people for
Christ, and is it successful?
5. Why do you think many people seem confused by what
Paul wrote in verse 5 of our text?

Lesson 3
September 15, 2013
Who Were the Women Paul Opposed?
1 Timothy 2:8-15

(The IVP Women’s Bible Commentary, edited by
Catherine Clark Kroeger and Mary J. Evans, InterVarsity
Press, 2002, p. 738)

Golden Text: “Turn away from . . . what is falsely called
knowledge, which some have professed” (1 Timothy
6:20-21)

Verse 10 – the author addressed 1 Peter 3’s comments
about women in the fall 2010 quarterly. If you have access
to it you might find it useful as a reference.

Lesson Aim
To Know: the case for thinking that this passage involves
Gnostic ideas rather than restrictions on the service of all
Christian women
To Respond: allow Christian girls to contemplate many
forms of Christian service as possible for them

Verse 11 – the lesson does not comment about silence
(esuxia) very clearly. Another form of the Greek word
appears in 2:2, referring to the “quiet” lives Christians hope
for. The IVP Women’s Bible Commentary suggests we see
the use of this term as related to “calmness and selfcontrol” in learning, rather than as cutting out speech
(p. 738). The lesson had noted that this word’s use in
connection to learning does not block women’s vocal
pursuits such as prayer. It would have been more clear to
also note that the word does not really mean the women
would be speechless when being taught – asking questions
is normally a big part of learning.

Introduction
It may be useful to read the Introduction without further
comment. It mentions one use of the Lesson Text, and
briefly states that the author disagrees with that use. Any
further discussion of these points as class begins risks
getting bogged down.
Bible Learning
These comments do not provide a step-by-step plan for
teaching this lesson, but they may be of assistance to clarify
a few ambiguous phrases in the lesson if nothing else.
Verse 8 – 1 Timothy 2:1-7 refers to “all” six times, and
“humans” four times, starting in 2:1 with Paul’s call for
prayer for “all humans” (this involves anthropos, and
related terms, from which English gets the word
anthropology, the study of humanity). In verse 8 Paul then
mentions males (related to aner – which can also mean
“husband”).
Verse 9 – the lesson mentions that the author likes
reading this verse as about the women praying. Some have
supposed that here Paul made a leap in context from prayer
(with men) to something else with the women. I don’t see it
that way.
Paul’s instructions are now [in verse 8] gender specific.
He begins with a virtual command: “I will it” (lit.).
There was a need for immediate correction. The
corrective for the men is to stop lifting up their hands
with anger and disputing. Although the posture was the
acceptable form of the day, the prayer was not. The
attitude must be devout (i.e., focused on God). Instead it
was “with anger” (i.e., focused on one another.)
The corrective for women also has to do with
attitude. In the Greek text, 1 Timothy 2:9-10 lacks a
subject and a main verb. The text is literally, “Likewise,
the women . . .” The missing grammatical pieces must
be supplied from what precedes: “Likewise I want the
women in every place to pray.” Paul affirms women
who pray in public worship. . . . (cf. 1 Cor. 11:4-5). The
only qualification is that they use sound judgment.

In discussing this part of the Bible Learning you could
use the Questions for Discussion listed below as 1-3, and
included in the lesson at this point. You might note that the
two parts of Question 1 get at the similarity of the
instructions for the women with things we would expect for
men as well.
The comments on verse 8 in the lesson mention the
ambiguity of New Testament references to “male” and
“human”. In terms of Greek grammar any mixed-gender
group is referred to with masculine pronouns, but this does
not mean women are absent. I was taught in Greek class
that a crowd of 100 women receives a female pronoun, but
if one man joins the crowd it receives a masculine pronoun.
Question 3 refers to Paul’s teaching about submission –
this is covered, in part, in the author’s lesson on Ephesians
5:21, from the summer 2008 quarterly. If you have access to
it you might find it useful as a reference.
Verse 12 – the lesson discussion refers to the possibility
that the women Paul was opposing had asserted a
domineering authority which Paul would not have desired
men to attempt either. On that point you might have the
class consider such texts as Matthew 20:25-28, and 3 John
9-11.
Various authors have suggested that what Paul says in
this verse was intended only for a brief time. That includes
suggesting that the women who were not to be teaching
were the same women who were called on to learn, and that
the reason they were not to teach was simply because they
had not yet learned. The author finds such arguments
unconvincing because they don’t explain why verses 13-15
were stated, but must also acknowledge that this is a very
confusing text for a variety of reasons.

There is an issue about the rarity of authentein in the
New Testament which the author does not wish to ignore, in
case it gives a false impression, but which did not make it
into the lesson. Some scholars assume that the pastoral
epistles (1 and 2 Timothy, and Titus) are not by Paul, but by
a later disciple of his presenting what that disciple thought
he would have written about certain subjects. A big part of
that claim is the differences in language use in these letters
from others attributed to Paul. That includes the presence of
several words, including authentein, which do not appear
elsewhere in Paul’s writings. We might see the differences
as due to Paul writing to individuals he had worked with,
rather than to churches. Some connect these differences to
Paul’s presumed use of other people to handwrite his letters
for him (see 2 Thess. 3:17, for example), and suggest he
had a different assistant for these letters. We are told that
the style of Paul’s time gave more leeway to people
receiving “dictation” to choose the precise words to write
than would be true today (you could research the concept of
an amanuensis on this point). That does not mean someone
put words in Paul’s mouth, as it is assumed there were
multiple drafts of the letters. (And none of this removes the
need to look outside the Bible for an understanding of the
wording in this text.)
Verses 13-15 – the issue of Gnosticism is a broad topic.
If people wish to engage in their own research it may be
useful to them to look at the two articles from the Journal
of the Evangelical Theological Society which first
introduced the author to the possibility that this passage
relates to Gnosticism. They are available online in PDF
form (it is easier to run a search for them by name than to
type in the address). One is by Bruce Barron and is from the
December 1990 issue (p. 451-459): “Putting Women in
Their Place: 1 Timothy 2 and Evangelical Views of Women
in Church Leadership”. The other is by David R.
Kimberley, from December 1992 (p. 481-486): “1 Tim
2:15: A Possible Understanding of a Difficult Text”.
As a side point, it is possible that our much-beloved text
1 Timothy 2:5 was stated in contrast to Gnostic beliefs. It
emphasizes that there is only one God and one mediator –
rather than a plurality of mediating figures between God
and humanity. Its emphasis that Jesus was human suggests
that notions of Jesus being divine had begun to circulate,
which we associate with the influence of Gnosticism on the
Church.
Bible Application
On the point of people seeing the preaching of Millerite
women as a fulfillment of Joel 2 / Acts 2:38-39, specifically
when Lauretia Fassett’s husband saw her preaching in 1844
he perceived it in that way, and as a sign of the end times.
(Strangers and Pilgrims: Female Preaching in America;
1740-1845, by Catherine A. Brekus, p. 320). His

assessment of this as a sign of the end times depends on the
idea of dual fulfillments of prophecy, which it seems God
likes. The events of Acts 2 involved men and women
receiving the Holy Spirit, and we can look for another
prominent event like that in the future (as Mr. Fassett did).
Another scholar noted that in the time of the Millerites
never more than 5% of their preachers were women at any
one time.
Life Response
The final lines of the Life Response say: “You may find
little clear in this lesson or this text. If so, so be it. But find
it clear that you are to pray and be reverent and serve God.”
The author would say that all Christians are to pray, to be
reverent, to be submissive, to learn, and to have holy hands,
and that no Christians are to exert authenteo authority. A
call to prayer, reverence, and service to God is workable as
a response for this lesson but it may not be the first-choice
ending for your lesson time. Part of the point is that this text
should be examined more closely and reverently than it
often has been.
The Question for Discussion labeled “6” may help some
people who have not experienced someone attempting to
limit their service consider what that feels like for those
who do experience it. The Life Response mentioned the idea
of people not caring particularly about the topic because,
being male, they don’t see how it affects them. Sometimes
this has extended to men making jokes and not seeing how
hurtful those jokes can be.
Questions for Discussion
1. Do we expect students to be submissive when
learning? Do we expect that some who study will
eventually teach?
2. Do you think Paul was seeking to spur women on to
love and good deeds at the same time as he addressed the
attitudes of others who might oppose an expansion of their
service?
3. Are there any believers who you think should not
submit? How do you understand “submission” as Paul
wrote of it?
4. If Paul was arguing that women are less trustworthy
with truth than men, would that justify only restricting
women from roles where they teach men?
5. Is it your experience that when people discuss the
topic of whether women may teach men in the church they
approach it more through biblical texts, or through personal
feelings about the issue?
6. Has anyone ever tried to prevent you from doing
something you thought would be service to God? Do you
think that you have done this? If so, did that person (or you)
have good reason to do so?

Lesson 4
September 22, 2013
Bishops and Servants in the Church
1 Timothy 3:1-13
Golden Text: “For the equipping of the saints for the work
of service, to the building up of the body of Christ, until we
all attain to the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of
the Son of God, to a mature man, to the measure of the
stature which belongs to the fullness of Christ.”
(Eph. 4:12-13)
Lesson Aim
To Know: that both bishops and deacons are servants in the
church of God.
To Respond: by seeking out one’s place of service in God’s
church.
Introduction
Option 1: Read to your class Matthew 20:20-28. Ask the
class how they believe this teaching of Jesus effects how his
church is to be organized. What point is Jesus making by
stating the two phrases, “the rulers of the Gentiles lord it
over them”, and “the Son of Man did not come to be served
but to serve”?
Option 2: Read to your class 1 Corinthians 12:15-18.
Ask the class how this illustration of the body refers to the
church. What point is Paul trying to make regarding the
members of that body?
After either option above tell the class: “Today’s lesson
illustrates the importance of oversight and service rendered
by members of the church. Those who have heeded well the
teachings of Christ-like behavior and conduct are certainly
best able to be examples and give insights and instructions
to others on how to attain these qualities as well. Let’s
examine what Paul had to say on these matters.”
Bible Learning
OPTION 1: A MORE INTENSE STUDY
Consider these questions:
Why would Paul use the words “aspire” and “desire” to
refer to people interested in doing the work of a bishop (see
verse 1)?
Why does Paul’s reference to “bishop” in our lesson text
(v. 1) change to “elders” in his letter to Titus (1:5), a letter
written very close to the same time as 1 Timothy (note Paul
calls them bishops in verse 7)?
Why do Bible teachers typically refer to lead teaching
positions as elders rather than as bishops? Why do we shy
away from even using the word bishop? Why is the word
bishop a very important word to denote that position?
Why do Paul’s lists of qualities and characteristics for
elders in Titus and 1 Timothy often differ? Why might this

be problematic for affirming the idea that an overseer is
literally a church officer?
Why does Paul use qualities and traits for bishops and
deacons that he had previously used to apply to all church
members? A study of other expected qualities and traits of
believers Paul mentions in his letters far exceeds the
number he lists for overseers and servants. Why does he
choose the ones he does list for overseers and servants in
his letters to Timothy and Titus?
In the last verse of our text Paul makes this remark,
“Those who have served well as deacons obtain for
themselves a high standing and great confidence in the faith
that is in Christ Jesus.” What is the nature of the
encouragement Paul is giving here to those who do the
work of a servant well?
Why do you think Paul fails to mention deacons in his
letter to Titus?
OPTION 2: A LIGHTER STUDY
As an alternative way to present this lesson your class
could review as many of the traits mentioned in the lesson
as possible in your class time. Most of the lesson text
involves qualities and traits that believers (here referring to
overseers and servants) are expected to acquire and
practice. If you follow this option it is still important to
examine Ephesians 4:11-13 by way of reminder as to why it
is important to incorporate these qualities into our lives.
Use the outline below as you look closely at each of the
characteristics:
Read and discuss the definition provided for each trait.
Read and discuss the added scripture, and any others you
and your class members can recall that prompt similar
behavior from believers.
Bible Application
Read Ephesians 4:11-13. Note to the class that the
phrase “the work of the ministry” (KJV) in verse 12 (“for
the work of service” – NASB) uses the Greek word that
also gives us “deacon”. What God gave the church were
people who could train all others to do deacon work, to do
works of service in the church.
Ask your class: “How does this concept relate to the idea
that the church is the body of Christ? What must be the goal
of all bishops in relation to the people entrusted to their
care? Why are bishops charged with helping believers attain
to the full stature of Christ-likeness?”
Life Response
Relay these comments and questions to your class: “Paul
says in Ephesians 4:12-13 that pastors and teachers, among
other leaders in the church, must train believers to take on
all the characteristics of Jesus. Why is this task an essential
element to be found in a healthy, vibrant body of believers?

Why could this practice ultimately, logically lead to all
believers potentially becoming bishops if this work was
carried out to be fully successful? Why are all believers to
be equipped to do deacon work (the work of service)? Why
is it appropriate to call all believers deacons (servants)?
What does submitting to Jesus as our Lord have to do with
all believers being deacons?”

2. Every member of the church must be a contributing
member to the work of the church, not just a pew
warmer.
3. Bishops (elders, pastors) are assigned as the ruling body
of the church, but they are not to be looked up to as
more important personages in the church. They have
different duties but they are not to be treated as elites.

Truths to Emphasize
1. Bishops and deacons are what compose the body of
Christ, the church. Each is a member, a separate,
significant contributing part of the overall body.

Lesson 5
September 29, 2013
Mystery and Asceticism
1 Timothy 3:14–4:5
Lesson Aim
To Know: Jesus is the human son and God created our
humanity.
To Respond: rightfully respect God’s creation.
Life Need
In class, read the introductory comments. Ask your
students to name their favorite mystery authors. Ask if any
of them ever experience the author’s situation of being
entirely ensnared in an imaginary story, to the point of
shutting out things around them.
Bible Learning
Read the Lesson Text and work through the material on
pages 27-30. Ask your students to describe the difference
between the mystery religions of the Roman world and the
mystery of godliness which Paul is writing about.

Bible Application
Work through the written Bible Application in class.
When you have read the section entitled, Faulty
Asceticism’s Antidote ask your class: “What are differences
between the mystery religions’ views of creation and that of
biblical revelation?”
Return your students to the image from the start of the
lesson, about being enmeshed in something imaginary and
ignoring reality. What if while someone had that experience
they were part of a whole group of people who were
likewise obsessed? Can your students see this as parallel to
the followers of mystery religions being united in their
understanding of the world, cut off from recognizing what
is real and instead valuing what they have imagined, and
their agreement about it? Ask your students to attempt to
imagine the kind of change in mind which would be
involved when people left behind a false “mystery” for the
true “mystery” Paul described.
Life Response
Read the final lesson section (p. 31) Mystery Religions
in the Last Times. Discuss the idea of modern mythology –
what it is like, and some examples of it. How does Christian
faith give us guidance in this post-modern world?

Lesson 6
October 6, 2013
“Train Yourself in Godliness”
1 Timothy 4:6-16
Golden Text: “Watch your life and doctrine closely.
Persevere in them, because if you do, you will save both
yourself and your hearers.” (1 Timothy 4:16)
Lesson Aim
To Know: Disciples of Jesus are expected to train for
godliness.
To Respond: By entering a program of vigorous spiritual
training to learn how to reflect God’s character.
Life Need - Introduction
Option 1: Show a clip of someone in training. If you have
access to the first Rocky movie or the original Karate Kid or
some other similar movie you could use a clip from that. Or
you might find something on youtube. Ask: “What do these
athletes have to teach us about training?”
Option 2: Ask: “Have any of you ever competed in athletic
competitions? What is involved in training for such an
event?”
Bible Learning
List for your class the seven major elements of good
training (shown below). Then ask: “With these seven major
elements of good training, what are the challenges of
each?” Brainstorm a few challenges with each element.
1. Good nutrition; 2. lots of exercise; 3. hard work;
4. continuous dedication toward a goal; 5. good modeling
from peers; 6. make use of gifts/strengths; 7. theory and
practice match up.
Bible Application
Ask: “How can churches improve their training of
disciples?”
Give some examples of perseverance, such as to “never
give up” (similar in tone to Churchill’s call not to easily

Lesson 7
October 13, 2013
Widows in the Church
1 Timothy 5:3-16
Golden Nugget of Truth: “Do not withhold good from
those to whom it is due, when it is in your power to do
it.” (Proverbs 3:27, NASB; Copyright 1995, The Lockman
Foundation – NISB Copyright 2000 Precept Ministries
International)

yield). Examples could include Lou Gehrig or Cal Ripkin’s
baseball record for consecutive games, or Miami coming
from behind in game six in the last few seconds, etc.
In discussing this section you could also use the seven
Questions for Discussion. For your convenience they are
included below.
Life Response
Encourage students to plan their own personal spiritual
training programs. Ask them what nutritional products they
would use, and what exercises they would take up. Ask
them how they would discover and use their gifts.
Truths to Emphasize
1. We are in training
2. Salvation is by grace through faith in Jesus Christ, but
saved believers are expected to train for godliness.
3. We are each responsible to be in training. No one can
force us to train, we must take initiative ourselves.
Questions for Discussion
1. How well are you doing at “good spiritual nutrition?”
Are you spending adequate time studying God’s word
and books that help you understand and apply it?
2. Are you spiritually healthy, getting lots of spiritual
exercise – prayer, worship, witnessing, serving? Where
do you need to increase your spiritual exercises?
3. How committed to the strenuous life of spiritual growth
are you? (Give some examples.)
4. What’s your level of continuous dedication toward a
goal? What evidence would you offer about this?
5. Do you raise up the level of your peers in their
obedience to God, or do you bring them down? What
can you do to increase your positive influence on those
around you?
6. How well are you using your gifts? Do you know your
gifts? Are any of them not being used? If so, why not?
7. How well does your life match up with your doctrine?
Are you living what you believe? What changes do you
need to make?

Key Thought: As Christians we are to be generous, but we
must use discretion in our generosity.
Life Need
As the Life Need says, this lesson deals with widows
specifically, but it seems we can apply some of the same
principles when dealing with the needs of non-widows who
seek our charitable contributions. The Guide raises a
number of issues relevant to that idea of expanding the

topic. It also includes some comments from the personal
experiences of the author (see below).
To prompt class discussion about assisting others the
teacher could bring in any piece of mail soliciting charitable
contributions and ask how many others in the class receive
these solicitations. A list of the charities people mention
being solicited by could be written on a board, an overhead
or multi-media source.
The teacher might ask the class what people’s favorite
charities to donate to are, and ask them to share why.
Personal Experience of the Author
At our church we like to help those within our church
first, then those we know in the community, and then
beyond. We receive many requests for assistance, as most
churches do. Usually our assistance to those we don’t know
is small, and is granted to whoever needs it in such forms as
grocery and gas prepaid cards, or the occasional utility bill
assistance. Larger needs we take more time to assess, and
yes, sometimes we have said no to those in the community.
One instance that comes to mind is a man who called us
and wanted help to get bus tickets to go somewhere leaving
that day instead of waiting for when he was scheduled to
leave. We said we couldn’t help him. We’ve also been
asked for assistance with motel rooms, etc. Generally we do
not provide assistance for that because mens’, womens’,
and family shelters are available in our town. However we
have assisted with a motel room for families with children
who attend our church and who were in transition
situations. At times we have provided assistance for those
within our own congregation who came to the end of the
money before the end of the month, when they were
between jobs, etc.
Our community has a resource list of places that will
provide resources for people who need help. We often refer
people to one of the places on the list if they are better
qualified to help than we are. I encourage you to find out if
your community has a similar list of resources. If it is
available you can have it on hand to refer to when
community people come to your church asking for help and
you are unsure whether to give them assistance or not. I
also encourage you to be the best resource of assistance for
those within your own congregation who might be
struggling and need help.
Bible Learning (Text Excavation)
In discussing this section of the lesson you could ask
people to give examples of biblical cases where people’s
physical and emotional and spiritual needs were met. Some

cases might come from the lives of Ruth and Naomi, or
Elijah and Elisha, or the actions of Jesus. Ask your class to
consider how these biblical cases fit with what Paul
discusses, and their own patterns with assistance.
Bible Application
Discuss the text in the lesson, and use the Questions for
Discussion from the lesson, which are given below. You can
pick which questions to use, and you might also choose
from these additional questions on the topic:
“In your opinion do people need to be worthy of charity
before we give it?”
“How do we determine if someone is worthy of our
charity?”
“What do you use as your guideline in personally assisting
others?”
“Do we have the obligation to help those in our family of
faith first and then our community and beyond?”
Life Response
The Life Response question contains a number of
questions itself, but these can be left for people to consider
in their own minds as they decide what course of action
they will take.
Questions for Contemplation and Discussion:
1. Are the widows in your own families being taken care of
by their families?
2. Are there ways that your church could do a better job of
taking care of its widows?
3. Are the widows in your church being encouraged to
pursue any of the avenues of service that Paul suggested,
such as being a prayer warrior for the church or taking
care of the sick or elderly?
4. How could the church do a better job in encouraging
widows in pursuing these avenues?
5. When we are considering giving charitably do we stop to
consider if we have provided for our own family’s needs
first?
6. When we give to charitable organizations, or to people
who present their needs to us, how do we determine if
they are worthy of our charity?
7. Our charity toward widows, and others in need, is a
reflection of God’s characteristic of love growing within
us. How do you think your reflection looks to others,
and to God?

Lesson 8
October 20, 2013
The Evaluation of Elders
1 Timothy 5:17-25
Lesson Aim
To Know: that elders who rule well are to be rewarded and
those who sin are to be disciplined
To Respond: honor elders and take sin seriously
Life Need
Read the Introduction and discuss the first of the
Questions for Discussion.
Bible Learning
Begin by reading the Lesson Text and then begin
discussing the Bible Learning. When you discuss the
comments on verses 17-18 use questions 2 and 3. Read the
comments on verse 19 and discuss questions 4 and 5. Finish
discussing the Bible Learning and use question six.
Bible Application
Read the Bible Application and discuss question 6.
Life Response
Read the Life Response. Spend some time prayerfully
considering question 7.

Truths to Emphasize
1. It’s appropriate to pay those who preach and teach.
2. Sin must be confronted.
3. Elders who continue to sin must be publicly rebuked.
4. All sin will be revealed.
Questions for Discussion
1. How do we honor the elders in the church?
2. How does the teaching about elders receiving double
honor fit with the practice of our churches?
3. What role did Timothy play in the church? How would
we define the role of our pastors?
4. Would you interpret the instruction to not receive an
accusation against an elder without “two or three
witnesses” as involving witnesses to the transgression or
witnesses to the accusation?
5. Discuss the author’s suggestion that people should not
be expected to confront their leaders one-on-one.
6. What does the idea that elders who persist in sin should
be rebuked before all tell us about the expectations
placed on elders?
7. How can the elders of the church work together as a
team that honors preaching and teaching and confronts
sin?
8. Will you pray the prayer of Psalm 139:23-24?

Lesson 9
October 27, 2013
Fight the God Fight
1 Timothy 6
Lesson Aim
To Know: Our responsibilities as believers
To Respond: Storing up treasure for a future life, and not
getting distracted by worldly values.
Life Need
Give your students pencil and paper and have them list
how they used their time this week. Approach the issue this
way:
“List the activities you gave 10 or more hours.”
“List the activities that you spent five to 10 hours upon.”
“List everything else that you spent at least one hour
doing.”
After your class has written their lists, read the Life
Need.
Bible Learning
The Lesson Text is spread throughout the Bible Learning.
Work through the text and comments and answer the
questions interspersed throughout the lesson.

Bible Application
Read the Bible Application. Ask, “Now that you’ve read
the lesson, what things would you describe as temporal?
What is eternal?”
Life Response
Read the Life Response and answer the three Questions
for Discussion.
Truths to Emphasize
1. Respect for God is a necessity.
2. Sound doctrine is important.
3. Godliness brings contentment.
4. Being faithful is a “good fight”.
5. God is the possessor of our immortality.
6. Storing up treasure for a future life involves doing good
works today.
Questions for Discussion
1. What things should we flee?
2. What things should we pursue?
3. What things in our lives can keep us from finding
contentment?

Lesson 10
November 3, 2013
“I Know the One in Whom I’ve Put My Trust”
2 Timothy 1
Golden Text: “I know whom I have believed, and am
convinced that he is able to guard what I have entrusted to
him until that day. . . . Guard the good deposit that was
entrusted to you – guard it with the help of the Holy Spirit
who lives in us.” (2 Timothy 1:12b, 14)
Lesson Aim
To Know: That our salvation is being guarded by Jesus
Christ.
To Respond: By guarding the message of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ and sharing it with others.
Life Need – Introduction
Ask these questions, allowing some time for responses:
“Do you remember where you were when JFK was shot?
What about when Ronald Reagan was shot?”
“What are some of the enormous challenges of guarding a
President?”
“What is the most valuable thing you have ever been
trusted to guard? What is the most valuable thing you have
ever entrusted to someone else for safe keeping?”
Bible Learning
During your use of the Bible Learning, ask these
questions, allowing some time for responses: “Why did
Paul want to share in Christ’s sufferings?”
“Should believers today seek to share in Christ’s
sufferings?” Ask students to expand on their responses,
telling why they answered that way.
“Why did Paul not shrink from sharing the Gospel?”
“If we find ourselves too timid to share the Gospel, what
can we do to become more bold?”
“What did Paul trust Jesus to guard?”
“What does ‘the spirit of power, love and self-discipline’
mean for believers in our mission of guarding the Gospel?”
Bible Application
At the end of your discussion of the Bible Application as
it appears in the quarterly ask this question, allowing some
time for responses: “Name some of the faithful ones who
went before you and shared the Gospel with you.” After the
students have named them, have them consider how those
faithful ones might consider the words that close out the
Bible Application.

Note for teacher: If you have access to the Biographical
Encyclopedia edited by J. Turner Stilson, which covers 19th
and 20th century Church of God individuals, you might
wish to share from it some names of Church of God
forerunners. If there is time then in addition to asking your
students to imagine the answers which earlier faithful might
give, you could provide some examples from that book on
how people of earlier Church of God generations worked
for God.
Life Response
At the end of your discussion of the Life Response as it
appears in the quarterly ask these questions, allowing some
time for responses:
“What can we do to ‘guard the gospel’ that would be in
keeping with Paul’s counsel to Timothy?”
“Considering what might be a good ‘next step’ for the class,
which of these does our group most need to advance in –
keeping the message accurately, or zeal for sharing it with
others?”
Truths to Emphasize
1. We have given a sacred trust for Jesus to guard (our
salvation/life in the age to come)
2. Jesus has given us a sacred trust to guard (the message of
the Gospel)
3. We must understand and share the Gospel accurately,
and we must not keep it to ourselves – it must be passed
along.
Questions for Discussion
1. What is the most valuable possession that you have
entrusted to someone else?
2. What is the most valuable possession that someone has
entrusted to you?
3. When was a time that you suffered as a Christian? How
prepared for it were you?
4. Paul entrusted his life and eternal life to Jesus. – if you
have done this, how does it make you feel?
5. Paul entrusted the Gospel message to Timothy – who has
entrusted it to you?
6. To whom have you entrusted the Gospel message? How
confident are you of their trust?
7. Evaluate how good of a job modern day Christians and
churches are doing with the message that God has
entrusted. Give some examples.
8. How does having the spirit of God in you help you to
share what has been entrusted to you with more
boldness?

Lesson 11
November 10, 2013
Present Yourself as One Approved
2 Timothy 2

that discussion are stated simply here. This may be useful
for summary in class time, or to find your place quickly
when you wish to reference something.

Golden Text: “Do your best to present yourself to God as
one approved, a worker who does not need to be ashamed
and who correctly handles the word of truth.” (2 Tim. 2:15)

1. The potential for extensive one-to-one evangelism.
2. The need for an extensive time commitment to the Lord.
3. Jesus guides us in understanding our instructions.
4. What Paul taught was the Gospel.
5. The importance of trusting Paul’s words in his letters.
6. The principle of studying Paul’s words so we can excel in
use of truth.
7. Guarding against dangerous false teaching is work for
church leaders, parents and spouses.
8. It should excite us that, being cleansed by Jesus, we have
God’s power and guidance to work for God.
9. All of us must put good effort into avoiding evil through
righteousness, faith, love and peace.
10. Opponents are to be confronted with gentle instruction
by church leaders and others in the Church.

Key Thought: We are to be special instruments of God, as
2 Timothy 2:21 says: “Those who cleanse themselves . . .
will be instruments for special purposes, made holy, useful
to the Master and prepared to do any good work.”
Bible Learning
The lesson discusses ten thoughts from 2 Timothy 2. In
the Bible Learning time you can have your students read
through the ten thoughts one by one, giving some time for
comment after each or reserving all comment until the Bible
Application section. For your convenience in preparation
the subjects of those ten points are stated simply here.
1. Paul intended his teaching to be passed on to trustworthy
people who would again pass it on.
2. The need to do what was called for by Jesus, and by Paul.
3. Jesus guides in understanding instructions.
4. What Paul taught was the Gospel.
5. Paul assures us that the potential to have the Kingdom or
have nothing is based on human choice.
6. The principle of excelling in use of truth.
7. False teaching can cause ongoing damage to the Church
which we can’t stop.
8. Those who are cleansed by Jesus are given God’s power
and guidance to work for God.
9. Put good effort into avoiding evil through righteousness,
faith, love and peace.
10. Opponents were to be confronted with gentle
instruction.
Bible Application
In the Bible Application the lesson states issues to
consider built from the ten thoughts the Bible Learning
takes from 2 Timothy 2. For your convenience aspects of

Life Response
For the Life Response time consider some or all of the
Questions for Discussion. For your convenience they are
reprinted below.
Questions for Discussion:
1. How would it be possible to implement the “theory of
multiplication” in our church?
2. How would you have to change to serve as a “soldier”
does, in your own church?
3. What is there about Paul’s teaching that seems to make
his words incompatible with our modern age?
4. What got you started doing your best in studying and
rightly interpreting the words of truth that Paul
espouses?
5. How have you experienced the dangers of false
doctrine?
6. How did you discover your design by the Lord?

Lesson 12
November 17, 2013
All Scripture is Inspired by God
2 Timothy 3:10-17
Lesson Aim
To Know: All scripture is inspired by God.
To Respond: Live in obedience to the Word of God.

Printed below are the pages from The Text of the New
Testament by Bruce Metzger which are mentioned in the
lesson. The first shows what is called an Uncial version of
the New Testament, with all capital letters and no spacing
or punctuation. The second is called a Minuscule version
which consists of all small letters.

Life Need
Read the introductory words on page 66. Give your
students pencil and paper and ask them to write what it
means that the Bible is inspired by God. Ask your students
to share their answers.

Bible Application
Read the section A Two-Pronged Declaration. Ask:
“How does the author describe the inspiration of scripture?”
Read There is a Purpose in Bible Study. Have your
students restate the five principles which it lists.

Bible Learning
Read the comments under the Lesson Text. Ask your
students to restate and explain the four views of the
inspiration of scripture.

Life Response
Read Paul’s Example of the Inspired Life. Have your
students discuss the questions in the second paragraph.
Truths to Emphasize
1. All scripture is inspired by God.
2. There is a purpose for Bible Study.

Lesson 13
November 24, 2013
“I have fought the good fight”
2 Timothy 4
Golden Text: “I have fought the good fight, I have finished
the race, I have kept the faith.” (2 Tim. 4:7)
Lesson Aim
To Know: We should live our lives so we do not have a lot
of regrets.
To Respond: Make whatever life changes we need to make
so our lives will have meaning.
Life Need – Introduction
Option One: Ask the first question from the Questions for
Discussion.
Option Two: Read the Introduction section of the quarterly.
Discuss the questions raised in the last paragraph.
Option Three: Ask: “As you look back over your life, of
what are you most proud?” “What is your biggest regret?”
Bible Learning
Option 1. Have the class read 2 Timothy 4:1-5 and discuss
questions 2, 3, and 4 from the Questions for Discussion.
Have the class read 2 Timothy 4:6-8 and discuss question 5.
Read 2 Timothy 4:9-22. Read the Bible Learning section on
4:11 and then discuss questions 6 and 7.
Option 2. Divide your class into three groups. Ask one
group to consider verses 1-5 and the relevant quarterly
comments, the second group verses 6-8 and relevant
quarterly comments, and the third group verses 9-22 and
relevant quarterly comments. Then ask each group to report
to the rest of the class what they discovered.
Option 3. Ask the class members to read the text to
themselves, with each underlining points that were found
especially interesting or about which prompted questions.
Then go around the class asking students to share what they
underlined and why they did so.
Bible Application
Option 1. Ask question 9 of the Question for Discussion
and discuss what can be done to meet any needs the
question raised.

Option 2. In this lesson Paul gave a personal charge to
Timothy. Ask: “What personal charge would you want to
give to your loved ones? Your friends? Your church?”
Option 3. Discuss question 10 of the Questions for
Discussion.
Life Response
Option 1. If you discussed question 9, ask the class to write
out a plan of action.
Option 2. If you used Option 2 in the Bible Application,
give your class members papers and ask them to write out
their personal charges.
Option 3. Distribute note cards and ask your class members
to write on them what they are going to do this coming
week in light of this lesson.
Truths to Emphasize
1. We need to live meaningful lives.
2. We need to proclaim God’s word effectively and in love.
For your convenience the Questions for Discussion are
reprinted below.
Questions for Discussion
1. If you were told you had one month to live, what are
three things you would like to do before you die?
2. As you stand before the judgment seat of Christ, what
account can you give of your life?
3. How can the church effectively “preach the word”
today? How can we best communicate the message of
God for today’s world?
4. How can we correct or even rebuke someone without
offending that person?
5. How can we keep from getting discouraged in our
Christian service?
6. As you reflect upon your life, about what things do you
feel best?
7. How can a person best reconcile with someone after
having differences?
8. What should our attitude be to those who oppose us and
God’s work?
9. Who is there that you need to thank? to give an apology?
to encourage?
10. What one thing do you take from this lesson that will
impact your life this coming week?

